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Yes, "Omeletta" is back. Sort of.
Hey guys! Your friendly former food blogger Ruthy here, popping back into your
inbox after all these months (years!). I wanted to welcome you to the newest
iteration of 'Omeletta': Percolate, a bimonthly newsletter written and curated by
yours truly. Every issue will focus on sharing one fresh and new recipe I've
personally developed and thoroughly tested, some great articles and longreads,
interesting food news, cookbook reviews, and random internet ephemera. If you
remember my weekly Table Scraps, it's pretty similar, just delivered straight to
your inbox without you needing to click on links or make any bookmarks
yourself. Feel free to share, read, delete, and forward as you wish!
I shuttered my food blog Omeletta in 2014 due to time constraints, family
requirements, and the fact that running a food blog just wasn't a fulfilling
venture for me anymore. At the time, strictly freelancing seemed to be where
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my son (born May 2016).
But I miss the collaborating, sharing, and communicating parts of running
Omeletta. So I've spent the last few months quietly contemplating how I want to
best use the tiny amounts of time I have that aren't spent changing diapers and
pushing swings. I'm passionate about developing recipes that actually work, are
clear to follow, and get people cooking with fresh and new ingredients. I love
sharing cool new cookbooks, recipe techniques, food news, dorky news, stupid
news, ridiculous memes. And that is Percolate. Let it brew a little bit inside your
head, if you know what I mean.
If you're down for sticking around: welcome! If you're like "Wait, what? More
email? No thanks", then there's an unsubscribe button at the bottom (and if you
unsubscribe, I'll only be a little bit hurt. Then I'll eat a cookie and get over it).
You can also hook up with Omeletta on its Facebook and Twitter pages, and
follow me on Instagram. Since this is the first issue of Percolate, this is the only
issue getting delivered for the month. But after this, it'll hit your inbox
every second and fourth Saturday morning.
SO, without much (more) further ado, here it is: Percolate, the new foody
newsletter from Omeletta. I hope you like it!

recipe:

apple and sausage chili in the slow cooker
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serves 45
time: roughly 4.56 hours, including prep, and depending on how long you set
the slow cooker
notes: This chili is simple and flavorful and brings together great late fall
flavors, with diced apple adding a subtle sweetness to the heat of the chili. Use
spicy sausage for a great chili kick, but if you can only find sweet sausage, that
will work too; then adjust the heat to your taste. This recipe calls for
chipotle powder, which has a smoky, dry heat; you can substitute regular chili
powder if you wish, or even leave the chili out completely and let everyone add
their own heat with the addition of hot sauce after they've been served. As for
the apple, I recommend using a gala or fuji apple; both apples have a sweet
flavor and firm flesh that holds up well in this sturdy chili.
ingredients:
1 pound ground beef or turkey
1 pound spicy Italian sausage
12 ounces dark or hoppy beer, like an IPA
1 yellow onion, diced (about 1 cup when diced)
1 bell pepper, diced
3 cloves garlic, minced
1 large apple, peeled and diced (about 1 1/2 cup when diced)
8 ounces tomato sauce
3 tablespoons tomato paste
15.5 oz can cooked black beans (about 1 3/4 cup)
12 teaspoon chipotle powder, depending on your preferred level of heat
2 teaspoon ground cumin
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Optional: all your favorite chili garnishes. We love to top it with sour cream,
shredded cheddar cheese and Frito corn chips, maybe some diced avocado if
I'm feeling fancy.
instructions:
1. Remove the sausage from its casing, if necessary. In a medium sized
saucepan over medium heat, brown the sausage, crumbling it as you go. Add
the sausage to the slow cooker pot.
2. In the same pan, cook the ground beef or turkey until browned, crumbling it
as you go. Add it to the slow cooker pot.
3. Deglaze the pan with about 1/4 cup of the beer, scraping up as much of the
browned bits from the bottom of the pan as you can. Add the liquid and
remaining beer to the pot.
4. Add the remaining ingredients to the slow cooker pot and stir to combine.
5. Cook on low for 6 hours or 4 on high. Serve with your preferred garnishes.

links

the best stuff I've read this month

It's fall, which means it's time for my
favorite:

McSweeney's awesome,
cussword laden ode to
decorative squash.
Warning: if the "F" word offends you, just
keep moving
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Holiday Dread:
Being a OnePlater

"If you don’t eat yourself into a coma,
you’re downright unpatriotic."
Thanksgiving is a time for thanks and
family and blah blah blah... If you have
just one helping at Thanksgiving, you've
only yourself to blame.
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This is an awesome 18 minute documentary about the classic NYC
bodega sandwich, the chopped cheese (and also asks the question, is the
chopped cheese sandwich the latest "Columbused" hipster food?)
If the video below does not appear, click here
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Still anxious about the state of our union after this
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Good News! Eating Blue Cheese
Could Help You Live Longer
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A typical lunch for me is a container of
hummus and a slice of pita bread eaten
with one eye on my Facebook feed and
the other on the video monitor feed of my
kids naping.

Here's what lunch looks like
in 7 other countries around
the world
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That's it for this issue!
If you like what you've read, please pass it on!

If you have a recipe question, or a cool article you think should be shared here, feel
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free to email me directly:

ruthy@omeletta.com
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